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This Pattern bundle contains two loom pattern versions and two peyote pattern 

versions, but you really can make it your own and mix and match the pattern re-

peats and extras for your own design.  I’ve tailored the patterns to show how I did 

each closure.  There are many closure options which work great for loom and pe-

yote stitch bracelets.  I’ve presented examples of my favorites here.    

End bars are a great way to finish off both peyote and loom bracelets. 

There are several types.  They look great and can be adjusted to fit by 

shaping down to form a tab (in peyote) or by simply folding your piece 

over and square stitching (loom) or peyote stitching for peyote pieces to 

the back.    
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Loomed Button 

Create a tab 

to fold over 

and sew down 

your leather. 

In this peyote design, I again created a tab 

to sew over the leather.  I have shown how 

to create this tab in the peyote pattern.   

Here the button has been sewn onto the top 

or the end of the peyote.    

May favorite technique is to create a tab that I sew over a piece of 

leather cord tied into button loops.  I then sew a button on the other 

end (peyote) or loom it in place by replacing the center bead with the 

button shank for two to three rows.   



Another handy method to try is using end tubes.  These work best with 

loomed pieces.  They add a very professional finish to a piece.    

There are other variations out there, including these handy e-hook clasps, as well 

as countless other ways to create a button and loop closure.     

Patterns shown here are Danielle 

Wickes Jewelry Patterns 

E-hook clasps, 3/4 inch 

20mm e-hook 



The Peyote Patterns 

Each of the two patterns are even-count 

and can be made with any beads you 

like and in any configuration.  You simply 

adjust the number of pattern repeats.  

You can also mix and match your cacti 

versions.  My examples have used size 

11 delicas and size 10 delicas.  If I was 

making a full length version of the 

pattern using size 11, I would include 5 

cacti, for example.  Lots of possibilities 

here to make it your own.  You can add 

other symbols, such as moon phases 

(see page 8).   



Created by Danielle Wickes  

Dimensions: 0.42in x 3.13in inches 

Colors: 4  

Stitch: Peyote 

Dancing Saguaros with Flower, Peyote 

Above, I have used size 11  

delicas and 0.5mm cotton cord. 



Size 10 Miyuki  

Delicas 



The peyote pattern featured to the 

right is called Under the Same Sky, 

by Danielle Wickes Jewelry.  It is 

available for free on my blog: 

Facebook.com/daniellemariewickes 

 

Moon Phase Example.  You could in-

corporate a little moon with your 

cactus repeats. 



The Loom Patterns 

As with the peyote patterns, the possibilities to adapt and personalize the 

loom pattern are endless. Here I have created three versions, suited to the 

closure style I had planned and the style I wanted.  All of the below pictured 

bracelets were made with Size 11 delicas, but could easily be made with any 

other bead type and adjusting dimensions accordingly.   



Start 



Start 

Dimensions: 0.48in x 6.26in inches 

Colors: 4  



You can add moon phases and 

other symbols to your loomed 

work.  The sky is the limit!  Lots of 

bead retailers websites have free, 

printable seed bead pattern graph 

paper available.  I first started 

there and with graph paper.  Now 

I’m using Bead Tool 4 to create 

patterns, which I highly recom-

mend.   

I hope so much that you have enjoyed this pattern bundle! 

If you would like the word charts for any of these patterns, I do 

have those available , just message me and I’ll get them to you. 

 

Happy Beading! 


